Sun in Aries/Moon in Cancer:
Faint of Heart
This combination is something of a mismatch because the Aries part is restless,
driven, and fearless, but the Cancer personality is careful, cautious and security
driven; someone who is fluctuating and lacks in security. The result is an emotional
side that wants to be careful and have a solid sense of security, but at the same time,
an ego that wants excitement, challenge and risks. You are crafty and emotionally
deep like a Cancer, but also have a fire driving you like an Aries. Security in the areas
of home, money and emotions are a very important part of you and something that will
be in charge of a large portion of your life choices. This mismatch will result in some of
the issues you face in life because your situation is practically impossible. After this
split is dealt with, there are a lot of possibilities for the Aries-Cancer. Your total
potential can be released if you set up a strong emotional foundation for yourself. The
combination of a powerful and creative Cancer with an Aries, who is so dynamic,
clever and aware, can not only overcome childhood issues, but also be very
successful in life. Be careful, however, with swift mood changes stemming from the
highly sentimental and emotional person deep inside, mixing with the dictator part of
your personality. An explosion is possible because you tend to stuff your anger down
for a long period of time until you decide to release it. This is another one of the
challenges you face in life. You need to refrain from being upset with your natural
feeling of being courageous and certain about your talents. Possibly your early home
situation was not a happy one in some way or was even disrupted, bringing about a
conflict with your Sun and Moon. Your childhood is almost certainly the source of this
fixation with security and making it such a high priority. A home environment that is
different from what you had in your youth is craved because you want to compensate
for the situation you were in. You need to be cautious that you do not overdo things in
this department and arrest your leadership skills and talents for being innovative.

